Offering cMOOCs Collaboratively: The COER13 Experience from the Convenors’ Perspective

This paper shares the experience of offering the community-oriented MOOC called “COER13.” The focus is on how the convenors perceived the collaborative endeavor of planning and implementing this cMOOC, and on the lessons learnt in the process. COER13, the “Online Course on Open Educational Resources (OER),” aimed at increasing awareness of open educational resources. It was offered in Spring/Summer 2013 in a joint venture by eight e-learning experts from Austria and Germany with affiliations to five different institutions. The course was designed to enable participants to become more knowledgeable about OER and finally to generate a small OER-piece. It attracted over 1000 registered participants and instigated lively discussions over various social media communication channels. In this paper, the experience is described and discussed on the basis of interviews with five of the eight convenors, led and analyzed by an external expert. The final recommendations may benefit future convenors of (c) MOOCs.

Introduction

Open Educational Resources (OER) are sometimes regarded as the most important impact made by the internet in the educational sphere (Brown & Adler 2008) and are promoted to “leverage education and lifelong learning for the knowledge economy and society” (Geser 2007, 12). In German speaking countries, however, the OER movement is still lagging behind international uptake of the OER concept (Ebner & Schön, 2011; Arnold, 2012). This paper describes the design and implementation of a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) aimed at increasing awareness of OER and reaching a larger audience. The “Online Course on Open Educational Resources” (COER13) was offered in a joint venture in spring/summer 2013 by eight convenors from Austria and Germany with affiliations to five different institutions. The course was planned as a community-oriented cMOOC (as opposed to an xMOOC using the widespread distinction between two different types of MOOCs, introduced by Daniel 2012), i.e. it heavily relied on participants’ contributions (reflections, insights, task solutions and questions) and course convenors saw their roles as facilitators as well as content experts. All materials were published with an open license aiming to generate an OER on OER with the course itself.

In their systematic literature review of research on MOOCs, Liyanagunawardena, Adams and Williams (2013, 217) concluded that the most significant gap in the literature was the scarcity
of “published research on MOOC facilitators’ experience and practices.” Likewise, Anderson and Dron (2011) emphasized the importance of studying distance education pedagogy that is grounded in different learning paradigms and contexts. This paper thus presents qualitative data about the experiences of convenors of COER13. To collaboratively design and implement the innovative format of a cMOOC is challenging. To offer a course on an equally innovative topic such as OER to an open audience increases the complexity even more. To do so in an emerging, newly formed project team, comprising different institutional backgrounds, adds yet another layer of complexity to the challenge. Therefore, this paper focuses on the perspective of the COER13 convenors and attempts to unpack the collaboration process, and identify successful practices and lessons learnt during COER13. The results will inform and support future (teams of) convenors of MOOCs.

COER13 – Online Course on Open Educational Resources

Course design and timeline: COER13 ran for 12 weeks in spring/summer 2013. There were no course fees or any other prerequisites for participating. The course comprised an introductory week followed by five thematic units that lasted two weeks each, and a closing week for summarizing and evaluating the learning experiences within COER13. The course was offered entirely online: The central course website provided instructional videos, reading materials and relevant web links for each unit. All materials were gradually added as the course evolved. One or two synchronous “online events” per unit with expert talks or panel discussions, offered via live classroom software, were key structural design elements. An introduction as well as a summary at the middle and the end of each unit was sent as a newsletter to all registered participants and also archived on the website. The interaction amongst students and between students and convenors was planned to take place via the integrated discussion forum or via tweets and blog entries that were aggregated on the course website by means of the course hashtag “#coer13”. Additionally, during the course some participants started a COER13 Facebook group (105 members), and others discussed COER13 issues within the already existing OER Google+ group (136 members). Furthermore, each unit presented a clearly circumscribed task that was meant to promote the production and usage of OER across educational sectors. Participants were asked to share their work on the tasks with the course community and to document their work on the course website in case they wanted to obtain online badges. Online badges served as an alternative means of certification and were offered on two different levels.

Collaborative planning of COER13: The idea to offer a MOOC on OER stemmed from prior experiences with open courses in German-speaking countries (Bremer & Thillosen, 2013) as well as from fundamental work on OER through European projects (Schaffert, 2010; Schaffert & Hornung-Prähuser, 2007) and national initiatives (Ebner & Schön, 2012). An informal discussion about MOOCs and OER at a conference in November 2012, at which four of the eight organizers met, can be considered as the starting point. By the end of 2012 there were eight convenors: three researchers from the e-learning information portal “e-teaching.org”, three faculty members from the universities of Munich (Applied Sciences) and Tübingen, and the University of Technology of Graz, as well as two representatives of NGO’s involved in promoting OER. The eight convenors joined the team to promote OER, to gain experience in offering a MOOC, or for a combination of the two motives. All planning activities were done via synchronous online meetings that started in January 2013, comprising different members of the team (the whole team could not find a time to meet), accompanied by an email exchange. Decisions and tasks were documented in a closed wiki. Each thematic unit was assigned to one member of the organizers’ team so that he or she took responsibility for that unit, including the design and the organization of the online event. Once the course started, organizers occasionally discussed residual questions after the online events but email was the primary communication channel.

COER13 implementation: There were 1090 registered participants from many different strands of the educational sphere (e.g. higher ed lecturers 21%, school teachers 23%, freelancers 18%, students 15%). The website received more than 15,000 site visits and nearly 78,000 page views during the course offering. Course interactions took place on the discussion forum (673 posts), as well as on different social media platforms, e.g. via Twitter (2247 tweets by 363 people), blogs (316 posts from 71 aggregated blog feeds), a Facebook group and an OER Google+ group. The ten online events attracted between 40 and 134 live participants each and between 111 and 2953 views of the recordings. 89 of the participants stated that they were interested in a badge when the course started; 56 of them met the requirements at the end.
Findings

Interview findings are organized here according to convenors’ perceptions of a) collaborative planning of COER13 b) implementation of COER13 and c) lessons learnt.

Collaborative planning of COER13: All the convenors highlighted the planning phase as crucial to the design and implementation of the MOOC. They expressed satisfaction with the planning process during which they took decisions on MOOC design and implementation. They stated that having multiple convenors had worked very well for them. They described the collaboration as “unproblematic,” and that it “sometimes involved long-drawn discussions, but was pleasant”. It was easier for them to design, implement and manage the MOOC as a group, instead of as individuals, because each convenor brought different strengths to the MOOC - to the extent that some felt they could not possibly have offered the MOOC on their own. For example, one person was able to set up and manage the online learning environment while another took responsibility for Twitter interactions. Decisions about design and content were taken as a group and the first unit was designed collaboratively, but afterwards, each convenor took responsibility for designing and planning content for specific thematic units. This made the MOOC more manageable for one convenor who expressed relief, “I didn’t have to do everything. I also didn’t have to know everything about everything.” Another convenor stated that the exposure to different perspectives was valuable not only for MOOC participants, but also for the convenors themselves.

Implementation of COER13: All the convenors interviewed reflected that the structure (offering two-week thematic units, online events, expert interactions, short videos, and badges) had worked well. The biggest theme that emerged from the interviews about the implementation of the MOOC was the multiple technologies or virtual spaces used for interactions (with participants and among participants). Convenors discussed their choice of specific virtual spaces, their “following” of the content of interactions in those virtual spaces, and the management of those virtual spaces where interactions occurred. In order to address the technical skills of all learners, and based on prior experiences of two of the convenors, a discussion forum was included in the course website for interaction. The convenors mentioned the discussion forum as having worked very well for interactions. This surprised a couple of convenors who felt that the interface was clunky and that participant use of the forum indicated the low learning curve and low familiarity that users had with online discussion forums as opposed to Twitter or Google+.

The convenors’ choice and use of the virtual spaces depended on their own familiarity and comfort level with the technology used. If a convenor decided not to use a certain technology, such as Facebook or Twitter, they were sometimes unaware of conversations and interactions taking place in the virtual spaces that they did not use, which one convenor perceived as highly problematic. Other convenors mentioned that they would have liked to keep up, but time and workload prevented them from following all conversations and interacting in all virtual spaces. Convenors typically facilitated interactions and “followed” interactions more closely during their assigned thematic units, and only stayed informed using aggregated conversations during the other weeks. This way, some of them felt they were realizing the key principle of cMOOC participation themselves: to select and prioritize which conversations to follow and which not. Facilitation strategies also differed from one convenor to the other, leading to each thematic unit offering a different learning experience despite the basic common design. All the convenors reflected on the challenge of managing multiple virtual spaces and following the conversations that participants had in those virtual spaces. Sometimes, there was redundancy and repetition in the conversations that occurred in the spaces, but including multiple virtual spaces enabled participants to choose their virtual spaces for discussions. Given the nature
of an open online course, the convenors could not predict the profile or background of the type of participant who would be interested in the course and thus had to offer multiple options that allowed participants the autonomy to choose.

Lessons learnt from collaboration and implementation of COER13: In terms of lessons learnt about planning a MOOC collaboratively, all the convenors emphasized the importance of the planning phase for a MOOC learning environment where it was difficult to anticipate the type of learner who would participate, as well as learners’ expectations, incoming technical skills and content knowledge. In designing such a MOOC, two convenors highlighted the importance of building resources for learners with at least two sets of expectations or two levels - those who wanted an introduction to or overview of the topic and those who wanted to gain in-depth understanding of the topic. Given the diverse group of learners who participate in MOOCs, it was important to consider both those who wanted to learn at a basic level and those who want to learn at an advanced level in choosing resources and structuring instruction.

The convenors had previously identified clear responsibilities for thematic units, but they had only rudimentarily discussed the management of the different interaction spaces (e.g. the discussion forum, blogs, the emergent social media groups and Twitter), they had not clearly defined the roles and responsibilities for managing those interaction spaces and interactions in those spaces. One lesson learned was to clearly define roles and responsibilities not only in terms of design and implementation, but also virtual space management and interaction management. Another lesson learned was that the tools and infrastructure used for the MOOC influence the interactions that take place, therefore it is important to be very thoughtful about the technology and how it would be used. Further, convenors had developed their content for their thematic units individually, and did not have the time to share their units ahead of time with their co-convenors, which led to occasional overlaps in resources or experts who were considered for those weeks. They thus suggested that the pre-planning should involve content development to as large an extent as possible. Likewise, prior discussion about facilitation strategies as well as more active facilitation during the MOOC were suggested by one convenor as a way to decrease the drop-out rate in such courses. With respect to implementation, a regular synchronous meeting of convenors throughout the course was proposed by one convenor who stated that it was important to collaborate intensively during the planning phase, but it was as important to meet during the implementation about how things were going and what needed to be changed.

Discussion

Collaborating: It is not uncommon to have more than one convenor of a cMOOC, but the number of convenors in COER13 was rather high. An informal collaboration across five different institutions is also a special circumstance for collaboration. Taking into account that all planning and implementation was done collaboratively online, it is quite remarkable that convenors seemed to be quite content with the collaboration process and felt that it went smoothly. The initial planning phase seemed to have been of great significance, especially the process of clearly assigning leadership roles for different thematic units. The convenors shared the assessment that it would have been hard (or nearly impossible) for any one of them to offer such a MOOC by themselves. This might also have contributed to a positive perception of the overall collaboration process, in addition to the mutual feeling of belonging to a team that successfully offered a relevant course on a highly relevant educational topic. The wish, mentioned above, for even more intensive planning and exchange of feedback during the course evolution might be related to different participation patterns within the units. As with many MOOCs, participants were much more active in the first units and their engagement decreased somewhat towards the end. Perhaps the different degrees of participants’ involvement were also related to the content itself. The initial thematic units targeted teachers and lectures whereas the latter units were more relevant for educational managers, policy makers, and alike. It would be worthwhile to investigate whether these different key audiences might have benefitted from different ways of convening and facilitating. In any case, these differences could have instigated the wish for more or closer collaboration when the course was already up and running. Interestingly, the degree of similarity in convenors’ perceptions of both course and collaboration came as a surprise to some of the convenors. They thought that the perceptions within the team would render a much more diverse picture. The shared sense of achievement amongst the team might have overshadowed nuances in perception – or the similarity points to some inherent limitations of our methodological approach: As all interviewees knew that findings would be discussed afterwards, even if anonymously, this approach might have prevented them from raising any points that could have caused conflict. Convenors with an NGO background were the ones who did not participate due to time restrictions. As these
interviews are completed, attention will be paid to whether the similarity of opinion among convenors decreases.

“Digital habitats”: The frequently mentioned theme of diverse and emergent virtual discussion spaces within COER13 and the challenge of facilitating and convening within them brings Wenger et al.’s (2009) notion of “digital habitats” to mind: The choice of technologies to support online learning is not only a question of choosing the right tools but also of providing a sense of “home” within the virtual spaces they afford. The diversity of virtual spaces planned for in COER13 and the use of emergent social media spaces like Facebook and Google+ meant changed “digital habitats” for some convenors. In particular, those more used to teaching online in clearly prescribed virtual spaces, like closed learning management systems, might have felt somewhat “unsettled” when suddenly exposed to a rather “nomadic” setting for facilitating and convening.

Methodological reflections: Possible limitations of our methodological approach are already mentioned above. In general, the participation of three interviewed convenors as authors of this paper could be perceived as conflict of interest. However, the convenors were not aware of the questions that would be asked during interviews. Furthermore, including an insider view and being able to go through a process of communicative validation after the qualitative interviews added to trustworthiness of the data as much as the systematic, external, non–involved view of the fourth author who led the interviews.

Conclusion

For future convenors of cMOOCs the following issues should be considered:

- It could be helpful to discuss a system of distributed responsibilities for convenors to contribute to different discussions in the various virtual discussion spaces used;
- It might be worthwhile to adapt virtual discussion spaces as well as facilitation methods across different thematic units, depending on the relevance of the content for different sub-groups of participants;
- It remains an open challenge to balance collaborative planning with “playing-by-ear” facilitating in newly emergent situations;
- Further research into any one of these issues seems rewarding – as much as offering a cMOOC collaboratively is a rewarding learning experience.
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